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Abstract: In the vertebrate retina, visual signals are segregated into parallel ON and OFF pathways, which 
provide information for light increments and decrements. The segregation is first evident at the level of the 
ON and OFF bipolar cells and it apparently remains as signals propagate to higher brain visual centers. A 
fundamental question in visual neuroscience is how these two parallel pathways function: are they 
independent from each other or do they interact somehow? In the latter case, what kinds of mechanisms are 
involved and what are the consequences from this cross-talk? This review summarizes current knowledge 
about the types of interactions between the ON and OFF channels in nonmammalian and mammalian retina. Data 
concerning the ON-OFF interactions in distal retina revealed by recording of single bipolar cell activity and 
electroretinographic ON (b-wave) and OFF (d-wave) responses are presented. Special emphasis is put on the ON-OFF 
interactions in proximal retina and their dependence on the state of light adaptation in mammalian retina. The involvement 
of the GABAergic and glycinergic systems in the ON-OFF crosstalk is also discussed.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 In the vertebrate retina, visual information is processed 
into parallel ON and OFF pathways, which carry information 
for light increments and decrements, respectively [for 
reviews: [1-3]]. The ON–OFF segregation begins with the 
divergence of photoreceptor signals to two subclasses of 
bipolar cells (BCs) – ON and OFF types [4]. It has been 
shown that axon terminals of OFF BCs ramify in the distal 
portion of the inner plexiform layer (sublamina a), where 
they connect with dendrites of OFF ganglion cells (GCs); 
whereas axon terminals of ON BCs ramify in the proximal 
part of the inner plexiform layer (sublamina b), where they 
make contacts with ON GCs [5-11]. This segregation of ON 
and OFF channels is a fundamental principle of retinal 
organization. The ON and OFF signals generated in the 
retina appear to remain separate as they are transmitted to 
higher brain visual centres. One of the most intensively 
studied subjects lately is how do the ON and OFF pathways 
interact with each other? Evidence supporting interaction 
between the ON and OFF channels was first reported in 
studies of goldfish ganglion cells [12, 13]. Latter, McGuire 
et al. [14] argue, on anatomical grounds, that the centre 
response of each cat ganglion cell is mediated by both ON 
and OFF cone bipolar cells. This has been called the “push-
pull” model. That is, a bipolar and ganglion cell of the same 
response polarity would communicate with a sign-conserving 
synapse (push), while a bipolar cell of the opposite response 
polarity would use a sign-inverting synapse (pull). A 
ganglion cell could receive sign-inverting synapse from  
an amacrine cell instead of bipolar cell as it has been  
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demonstrated by recordings of amacrine–ganglion cell pairs 
in the carp [15]. Because the latter amacrine cells carry 
signals across the ON/OFF boundary of the inner plexiform 
layer, the inhibition they exert is referred as “crossover 
inhibition” [16]. Different types of inhibitory interactions 
between the ON and OFF channels have been described  
after the discovery that glutamate analog 2-amino-4-
phosphonobutyric acid (APB or L-AP4) eliminates the 
responses of ON, but not OFF bipolar cells and thus can 
separate the activity of the two channels [17]. In addition to 
inhibitory interactions, a type of excitatory influences 
between the ON and OFF channels, which is often revealed 
after blockade of the GABAergic transmission, has also been 
reported. This review summarizes current knowledge about 
the types of interactions between the ON and OFF channels 
in distal and proximal retina in both nonmammalian and 
mammalian species and the involvement of the GABAergic 
and glycinergic systems in these interactions.  

2. ORIGIN OF RETINAL ON AND OFF CHANNELS  

 The ON-OFF segregation begins at the first synapse in 
the retina, where glutamate released from photoreceptors  
acts on different types of glutamate receptors on bipolar cells. 
The depolarizing (ON) bipolar cells express metabotropic 
glutamate receptors (mGluR6), while the hyperpolarizing 
(OFF) bipolar cells express ionotropic (AMPA/kainate) 
glutamate receptors [18-23]. In the dark, glutamate released 
from photoreceptors depolarizes OFF bipolar cells through 
activation of an ionotropic glutamate receptor, whereas 
glutamate hyperpolarizes ON bipolar cells through activation 
of mGluR6 with a decrease in cationic conductance [19, 24, 
25] (Fig. 1). Metabotropic glutamate receptor mGluR6 is 
known as the APB or L-AP4 receptor, because it is 
selectively agonized by L-2-amino-4-phosphonobutyric acid 
(APB or L-AP4). The АРВ receptors have been found in the 
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ON BCs of all vertebrate species investigated so far 
[amphibians: [26, 27]; rodents: [20, 28, 29]; cats, monkeys: 
[30]]. Binding of glutamate to these receptors activates the G 
protein Go [31-35] that leads to closure of a constitutively 
active nonselective cation channel, identified as transient 
receptor potential melastatin 1 (TRPM1) [36-39]. It has been 
shown that the ON bipolar cells do not response to light and 
there is no ERG b-wave in TRPM1-/- mice [37, 38, 40, 41]. 
Similar changes have been seen in mGluR6 -/- mice [19, 41-
43], Gαo-/- mice [33] and in wild type mice injected with 
APB [39]. These observations support the suggestion that 
mGluR6 receptors, Gαo and TRPM1 channels are required 
for the light responses of ON BCs and generation of the 
ERG b-wave. The proper binding of mGluR6 receptor and 
TRPM1 effector channel to ON bipolar cell distal dendrites 
is provided by nyctalopin [44, 45]. Cao et al. [44] suggest 
that the role of nyctalopin is “to coordinate the assembly of 
mGluR6-TRPM1 complex in the optimal configuration for 
signaling, which ultimately makes the fast signal transmission 
possible”. It has been shown that TRPM1 channels on rod 
bipolar cells are inactive and their expression at the distal 
dendrites is greatly reduced in mGluR6 -/- and nyctalopin-

null mice [40, 43-45]. It is now known that mutations in 
TRPM1 [39, 46-48], mGluR6 [49, 50] and nyctalopin [51, 
52] account for the majority of congenital night blindness 
cases in humans.  

2.1. Effects of APB on the ON Channel Activity 

 It has been shown that exogenously applied APB 
saturates mGluR6 receptors on the ON bipolar cells and thus 
eliminates their responses to light-modulated glutamate 
release from the photoreceptors [17, 53, 54]. APB is proved 
to be a useful tool for eliminating the increment light 
responses throughout the visual pathway. It abolishes the 
light responses of ON bipolar cells [amphibians: [17, 55, 56, 
57]; fish: [58]; rabbit: [59, 60]; review: [61]] and ERG b-wave 
in all vertebrate species [amphibians: [17, 62-64]; reptiles: 
[65]; fishes: [66, 67]; birds: [68]; rodents: [69-74]; rabbits: 
[75-79]; cats: [80]; monkeys: [77, 81-84]]. In fishes, however, 
two glutamate input mechanisms on the ON BCs exist:  
one mGluR6-dependent mechanism and one non-mGluR6 
mechanism [85-87]. The latter mechanism is accomplished 
by excitatory amino acid transporter (EAAT) that in the dark 
transports glutamate and chloride from the synaptic cleft into 

 

Fig. (1). Glutamate transduction mechanisms in ON and OFF bipolar cells. In the dark, glutamate released from photoreceptors 
hyperpolarizes ON bipolar cell through activation of mGluR6 that in turn via G protein causes closure of TRPM1 channel and a decrease in 
cationic conductance (left, top). In the dark, glutamate depolarizes OFF bipolar cell through activation of an ionotropic glutamate AMPA/ 
kainite receptor that in turn causes an increase in cationic conductance (right, top). Light diminishes the glutamate release from photoreceptors, 
which causes depolarization of the ON bipolar cell (left, bottom) and hyperpolarization of the OFF bipolar cell (right bottom). 
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the cell, resulting in hyperpolarization [86]. The ON BCs 
depolarize during illumination, because the EAAT becomes 
less activated by glutamate and less chloride enters the cells 
[86, 88, 89]. Connaughton and Nelson [89] have found that 
the majority of ON bipolar cells (60%) express a glutamate-
gated chloride current, the minority of them (4 %) express 
APB responses only, while the remainder (14%) express a 
combination of the chloride and APB mechanisms. Wong et 
al. [87] reported that cone ON bipolar cells express only 
EAAT, while mixed rod-cone ON bipolar cells have both 
mGluR6 and EAAT on their dendrites. It has been proposed 
that mGluR6 mechanism mediates rod-driven light responses, 
while EAAT mediates cone-driven light responses of fish 
ON bipolar cells [85, 86, 88]. Wong et al. [87] have found, 
however, that APB receptors mediate a part of cone-driven 
responses of mixed rod-cone bipolar cells as well, although a 
majority of the cone input to these cells is mediated by 
EAAT. They presented data that mGluR6 inhibits the 
EAATs and propose that “this kind of interaction may have 
relevance to rod–cone suppression, a phenomenon that has 
been observed in many species”. Recently Tse et al. [90] 
have presented immunohistochemical data indicating the 
presence of postsynaptic EAAT5 on some cone ON BCs and 
some rod ON BCs in mouse retina. It remains to be 
determined if the ON BCs in other mammalian species 
express EAA5 transporters.  

 ERG studies in fishes show that APB abolishes the rod-
driven b-wave and thus they confirm that mGluR6 mediates 
rod-driven light responses of ON bipolar cells [67, 91-93]. 
Contradictory results have been obtained, however, when the 
effects of APB on the cone-mediated b-wave were investigated 
in fishes. Some authors reported that APB eliminates nearly 
all of the b-wave [94-96], while other authors have found 
that a small part of cone-mediated b-wave persists even in 
the presence of APB, indicating that non-metabotropic 
mechanisms take part in its generation [91, 97-99]. This 
APB-resistant part is greater when the photoreceptor-to-
bipolar cell synapse is isolated by picrotoxin + strychnine + 
tetrodotoxin [93]. Wong et al. [93] suggest that “L-AP4 
activated group III mGluRs on amacrine cells, which 
suppressed ON bipolar cells by inhibitory synapses. Together, 
these 2 effects of L-AP4 led to a dramatic reduction of the 
photopic b-wave”. Saszik et al. [98] have found that in 
zebrafish the suppressing effect of L-AP4 on the photopic b-
wave depends on stimulus wavelength. The effect is most 
apparent during blue and UV stimulation, indicating that 
metabotropic glutamate receptors mediate a great part of ON 
bipolar cell responses to ultraviolet and short-wavelength 
stimuli. Nelson and Singla [100] confirmed this observation 
and added that metabotropic glutamate receptors take part in 
responses of ON bipolar cell to input of all cone types.  

 The rod- and cone-mediated b-waves in mammalian 
retina may also show some differences with respect to their 
influence by APB. Green and Kapousta-Bruneau [101] have 
found that cone-mediated b-wave in rat ERG is more 
sensitive to APB that rod-mediated one. They concluded that 
“metabotropic receptors on depolarizing cone bipolar cells 
are affected by concentrations of APB (2 µM) that have 
minimal effects on rod bipolar cells”. The opposite results, 
however, have been reported recently in mouse retina [90]. 

Tse et al. [90] have found that the rod-mediated b-wave is 
more sensitive to depressing action of L-AP4 than the cone-
mediated b-wave. In addition, the authors reported that the b-
wave is fully suppressed (by L-AP4) only when measured 
with moderate mesopic stimuli, but not with lower or higher 
intensity stimuli. Tse et al. [90] have demonstrated that a 
great part of the residual L-AP4 insensitive b-waves, 
obtained in the photopic range, could be eliminated by 
adding of TBOA, which blocks EAAT5. TBOA by itself has 
effects similar to that of L-AP4 and these effects do not 
depend on the intact GABAergic and glycinergic retinal 
neurotransmission. The authors suggest that “EAAT5 plays a 
significant role in mediating cone-driven ON BC light 
responses, and perhaps a minor role in mediating rod-driven 
bipolar cell light responses”. Because there are multiple 
subtypes of BCs in mouse retina, Tse et al. [90] propose that 
“EAAT5 plays a role in mediating ON-light responses of 
some DBCs driven by cones. Other DBCs may either 
possess only the mGluR6 machinery, or possess both 
mGluR6 and EAAT5 machineries but have their light 
response dominated by the mGluR6 mechanism”. It is yet to 
be elucidated the role played by EAAT5 in mediating the 
ON BC light responses under different conditions of light 
stimulation in other mammalian species. However, it appears 
that mGluR6 and EAAT have additive action in mammalian 
ON BCs in contrast to their action in fish ON BCs where 
they suppress each other [87].  

 Many data indicate that АРВ eliminates the ON 
responses in third order retinal neurons [amphibians: [17, 55, 
62]; reptiles: [65, 102]; rodents: [42, 103, 104]; rabbits: [75, 
76, 105-108]; cats: [109, 110]; monkeys: [111]] and in 
neurons from higher brain visual centers [77, 110, 112]. 
Although the ON bipolar cells express also ionotropic 
glutamate receptor subunits [cat: [30]; mouse: [113]; rat: 
[114, 115]; fish: [116-118]] their function has not yet been 
described in the ON bipolar cells. Thus, APB can be used as a 
valuable tool for examining the impact that retinal ON 
channel blockade has on the activity in the OFF channel.  

3. EFFECTS OF ON CHANNEL BLOCKADE ON THE 
DISTAL RETINAL OFF CHANNEL ACTIVITY: 
ROLE OF GLYCINE AND GABA  

 The effects of ON channel blockade on the OFF channel 
activity in distal retina have been investigated in two ways: 
1) by recording the activity of individual OFF bipolar cells 
during retinal APB treatment and 2) by recording the 
electroretinographic (ERG) OFF response (d-wave) during 
the same treatment. It is known that the activity of large 
populations of ON and OFF bipolar cells is reflected in the 
b- and d-waves of the diffuse ERG [reviews: 119, 120]. The 
role of endogenous glycine in the retinal ON-OFF interactions 
is studied mainly by application of strychnine that is 
considered as a selective competitive antagonist of glycine 
gated Cl- channels [Review: 121]. Although strychnine, in 
the concentrations commonly used, is also a competitive 
antagonist of alpha7 nicotinic acetylcholine receptors [122], 
including that in proximal mammalian retina [123], in none 
of the studies summarized in the review a distinction has 
been made between the strychnine effects on glycine vs. 
nicotinic receptors. All strychnine effects have been attributed 
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to glycine receptor blockade. The role of endogenous GABA 
in the retinal ON-OFF interactions is studied mostly by 
application of picrotoxin that blocks the chloride channel of 
both GABAA and GABAC receptors. In addition some 
selective GABAA (bicuculline, SR95531) and GABAC 
(TPMPA) receptor antagonists have also been used. It is well 
known that picrotoxin inhibits the glycine receptor currents 
in addition to the GABAergic ones [Review: 121]. Most of 
the authors have compared the effects of picrotoxin with that 
of strychnine and in some cases with the effects of selective 
GABA receptor antagonists in order to specify the receptors 
involved in picrotoxin action.  

3.1. Effects on the OFF Bipolar Cell Activity 

 The effects of ON channel blockade by APB on the light 
responses of OFF bipolar cells have been investigated in a 
few studies. Some authors fail to obtain any effect of APB 
on the light responses of OFF bipolar cells [mudpuppy: [17]; 
tiger salamander: [57]; rabbit: [124]], while other authors 
reported that APB enhances the responses in some OFF 
bipolar cells without changing their resting membrane 
potential [55, 125]. Hare and Owen [56] reported that the 
effects of APB on the OFF BCs in tiger salamander retina 
depend on the photoreceptor input. APB increases the 
amplitudes of rod-driven responses and reduces the amplitudes 
of cone-driven responses. The authors suggest that APB 
reduces transmitter release from cones that should cause an 
increase in the impedance of the postsynaptic membrane 
with a concomitant increase in the gain between rods and 
OFF bipolar cells, but a net reduction in the voltage gain 
between cones and OFF bipolar cells. This suggestion is 
supported by data obtained in newt retina, where L-AP4 
inhibits L-type calcium currents in cones, but not rods and 
thus suppresses synaptic transmission between cone and 
OFF BCs [126]. However, it has been shown that in tiger 
salamander retina the group II mGluRs act presynaptically to 
reduce glutamate release from both rods and cones, while 
group III mGluRs play a much lesser role [127, 128]. More 
studies are needed to fully understand the exact mechanism 
of APB action on the OFF BCs. 

 Molnar and Werblin [60] have found that APB eliminates 
the inhibition that occurs at the onset of a bright flash in 
rabbit OFF bipolar cells. This inhibition represents an 
interaction between the ON and OFF pathways and the 
authors call it reinforcing, because it acts to “reinforce the 
effects of the excitatory current”. Molnar and Werblin [60] 
have show that every OFF bipolar cell receives reinforcing 
ON inhibition, while no rod ON bipolar cells and only a half 
of cone ON bipolar cells receive reinforcing OFF inhibition. 
The latter in some cells is APB-resistant and thus originates 
in the OFF system, while in the other cells probably 
originates in the ON system, because it is eliminated by 
APB. The authors suggest that the reinforcing ON inhibition 
in OFF bipolar cells “must be carried by amacrine cells the 
processes of which receive excitatory input in the ON 
sublamina and deliver inhibition to the OFF sublamina”. 
Molnar and Werblin [60] reported that strychnine, but not 
picrotoxin blocks reinforcing ON inhibition in all OFF 
bipolar cells indicating that it is carried by glycine and not 
by GABA. On the other hand, strychnine has variable effect 

on the reinforcing OFF inhibition in cone ON bipolar cells. 
In some cells the inhibition was reduced but in other cells it 
was unaffected. Picrotoxin has no effect on the OFF 
reinforcing inhibition in ON cone bipolar cells. The authors 
proposed that “there are two pharmacologically distinct 
signals that appear as reinforcing OFF inhibition to ON cone 
bipolar cells: a strychnine-sensitive APB-insensitive signal 
that acts on more distal ON cells and a strychnine-insensitive 
APB-sensitive signal that acts on the more proximal ON 
cells”. Only the former is a type of ON-OFF interaction and 
it is more likely carried from the OFF sublamina by glycinergic 
amacrine cells. Molnar and Werblin [60] concluded that the 
“cross-lamina inhibition carried between the ON and OFF 
cone bipolar cells is predominantly glycinergic” and that 
“there is much less OFF-to-ON inhibition than ON-to-OFF 
inhibition, a significant asymmetry in signal flow between 
ON and OFF sublaminae”. Vight et al. [129] have found that 
axotomized terminals of mixed rod/cone ON BCs (Mb) in 
goldfish retina receive light-evoked cone mediated OFF 
inhibitory postsynaptic currents (IPSCs), which are resistant 
to L-AP4, indicating that they originate in the OFF pathway. 
These OFF IPSCs are mediated by GABA, acting on 
GABAC receptors, because they are partially blocked by 
TPMPA (GABAC antagonist) and fully eliminated by 
subsequent application of picrotoxin (GABAA and GABAC 
antagonist). Blocking of GABAA receptors by SR95531 
markedly increases the OFF IPSCs, which is probably due to 
elimination of GABAA receptor mediated serial inhibition 
between amacrine cells. TPMPA reduces but does not 
completely block SR95531-elevated IPSPs. The authors 
proposed that disinhibited amacrine cell network (by 
SR95531) “released large amounts of GABA, and that the 
competitive antagonist TPMPA was unable to block all 
GABACRs” at bipolar cell terminals. On the other hand, 
glycinergic blockade by strychnine has no significant effect 
on the light-evoked OFF IPSCs. Thus, the OFF inhibition to 
the ON BCs in goldfish retina is mediated by GABA, but not 
glycine. It seems that different inhibitory neurotransmitters 
mediate the ON-OFF interactions at the level of bipolar cells 
in mammalian and nonmammalian retina. More studies are 
needed to evaluate the role played by GABA and glycinergic 
systems in crosstalk between retinal ON and OFF bipolar 
cells in different vertebrate species. 

3.2. Effects on the ERG OFF Response 

 The effects of APB on the ERG OFF response have been 
investigated in a number of studies, but the results obtained 
are contradictory. Some authors have not seen any changes 
of the d-wave amplitude under the influence of APB 
[amphibians: [17]; fishes: [66]; rabbits: [76]; monkeys: [77]], 
while other authors reported for an increase of its amplitude 
caused by APB [amphibians: [62, 63, 130-133]; reptiles: 
[65]; birds: [68]; monkeys: [81, 134]]. Still other authors 
reported that APB reduces or fully eliminates the negative 
OFF response in rabbit ERG [77] and in monkey ERG in 
conditions favoring responses of rods or blue cones [77, 81]. 
One can suggest that the effect of APB upon the ERG OFF 
response is related to the type of the photoreceptor input. 
APB does not change or depresses the rod-dominated ERG 
OFF response [all rod retina of Raja erinacea: [66]; 
predominantly rod retina of rabbits: [76, 77], rod-mediated 
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responses in monkeys: [77, 81]], but it increases the cone-
dominated ERG OFF response [68, 134]. In our study on 
mixed (rod-cone) frog retina we have demonstrated, however, 
that APB increases the amplitude of the d-wave in nearly the 
same extent in the dark and under mesopic and photopic 
background illumination [63]. This indicates that the enhancing 
effect of APB on the ERG OFF response does not depend on 
the type of the photoreceptor input in frog retina. It remains 
to be determined if this is true for other mixed type retinas.  

 The enhancing effect of APB on the light responses of 
OFF bipolar cells and ERG d-wave can be attributed to 
disinhibition of OFF BCs from the canceling suppressive 
input coming from the ON bipolar cells via inhibitory 
(glycine and/or GABAergic) amacrine cells. Jardon et al. 
[131] argue that the glycinergic system takes part in these 
inhibitory interactions. They reported that strychnine 
injected intravitreally in frog eyes reduces the d-wave 
amplitude, which has previously been increased by APB. If 
APB blocks ON bipolar cells responses, the latter cells could 
not exert any light modulated inhibitory influences upon the 
OFF bipolar cells. Thus, the subsequent blockade of the 
glycinergic amacrine cells fed by ON bipolar cells would fail 
to influence the light responses of OFF bipolar cells. So, it is 
difficult to explain the decrease of the d-wave amplitude 
during strychnine application. In our study on frog retina we 
have shown that the blockade of the glycinergic synapses by 
strychnine as well as the blockade of the GABAergic 
synapses by picrotoxin does not alter significantly the 
enhancing effect of APB on the d-wave amplitude [133]. 
This is true for the responses mediated by red rods in dark 
adapted eyes as well as the responses mediated by green rods 
in chromatically adapted eyes. The enhancing effect of APB 
on the d-wave, however, was expressed to a smaller extent 
during the GABAergic blockade in chromatically-adapted 
eyes, where the responses were mediated by cones. Thus, it 
appears that the GABAergic system is involved in some 
cone-mediated inhibitory influences coming from the ON 
channel and directed towards the OFF channel in distal frog 
retina.  

4. EFFECTS OF ON CHANNEL BLOCKADE ON THE 
PROXIMAL RETINAL OFF CHANNEL ACTIVITY: 
ROLE OF GLYCINE AND GABA  

4.1. Nonmammalian Retina 

 The effects of ON channel blockade by APB on the OFF 
responses of third order retinal neurons have been investigated 
in a number of studies. Arkin and Miller [55] classified 
sustained OFF GCs in mudpuppy retina into three subtypes 
according to the effect of APB on them during intracellular 
recording. In the first group (disfacilitory cells) APB increases 
the sustained hyperpolarization caused by illumination, 
which is associated with resistance increase without altering 
the cells firing. These OFF GCs probably receive the 
excitatory input from OFF bipolar cells in the dark and the 
action of light is to reduce this excitatory drive (light-evoked 
disfacilitation). In the second group (inhibitory cells) APB 
causes a loss of sustained light-evoked hyperpolarization and 
an increase in transient potentials at light off. These cells 
probably receive a dominant ON bipolar cell input, providing 

sustained inhibition during illumination. In the third group 
(push-pull cells) APB eliminates part, but not all, of the 
sustained light-evoked hyperpolarization and incidentally 
caused an increase in the transient OFF postsynaptic 
potentials. These cells probably receive excitatory input from 
the OFF channel in the dark and inhibitory input from the 
ON channel during illumination. Arkin and Miller [55] 
reported that APB has no significant effect on the spiking of 
the OFF GCs and it either accentuates or has no effects on 
the OFF responses of ON-OFF GCs during extracellular 
recording. Awatramani and Slaughter [135] argue that the 
effect of L-AP4 on the OFF excitatory post synaptic currents 
(EPSCs) in OFF and ON-OFF GCs in tiger salamander 
depends on the stimulus intensity. The OFF EPSCs to the 
dimmer red stimuli (which preferentially stimulate cones) 
are suppressed, while those to the brighter red stimuli are 
slightly enhanced by L-AP4. These effects of L-AP4 are 
preserved in the presence of antagonists of GABA and 
glycine receptors (picrotoxin, imidazol-4-acetic acid, 
CGP35348 and strychnine), indicating that the effects of L-
AP4 on GC OFF responses are independent of the inhibitory 
circuitry. The addition of mGluRs antagonist CPPG blocks 
the effect of L-AP4 on the OFF EPSCs to dim lights and the 
latter resembled the EPSCs registered in control conditions. 
On the other hand, CPPG reverses the effects of L-AP4 on 
the OFF EPSCs to bright-light stimuli. In 4 out of 6 cells, 
where the responses were enhanced by L-AP4, CPPG reduces 
the OFF EPSCs, indicating that “endogenous activation  
of mGluRs is only apparent with stronger stimulation”. 
Avatramani and Slaughter [135] propose that L-AP4 is 
acting on mGluRs at cone OFF bipolar cell terminals to 
reduce the transmitter release and this effect accounts for  
the suppression of OFF EPSCs in GCs at dim red stimuli 
(which activate only cones). According to the authors the 
enhancement of OFF EPSC by L-AP4 at brighter stimuli is 
“likely the result of augmented rod component that is only 
evident during strong light stimulation”. However, recently 
Sethuramanujam and Slaughter [136] presented data that do 
not support the hypothesis of Avatramani and Slaughter 
[135]. They have shown that L-AP4 greatly increases 
(instead of decreases) the cone-mediated light-evoked OFF 
EPSCs of transient ON-OFF GCs in tiger salamander retina. 
These results exclude the possibility that APB decreases the 
release of glutamate from cone OFF BCs. They have 
demonstrated that L-AP4 enhances the OFF NMDA receptor 
component during a 1-s stimulus, where this component is 
small, but L-AP4 produces little enhancement of the OFF 
NMDA receptor component during a 2-s stimulus, where 
this component is large. The authors concluded that short 
term cross talk from the ON pathway controls the level of 
activation of NMDA receptors in the OFF pathway. When 
this cross talk is blocked, the OFF response increases because 
of recruitment of NMDA receptor activation. Sethuramanujam 
and Slaughter [136] have demonstrated that the enhancing 
effect of L-AP4 on the light-evoked OFF EPSCs of ON-OFF 
GCs is occluded during simultaneous blockade of ionotropic 
glycine and GABA receptors. However, the authors do not 
investigate the relative contribution of each of the two 
inhibitory systems in the enhancing effect of L-AP4 on the 
OFF EPSCs. They concluded that the mechanism by which 
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ON pathway regulates the light-evoked OFF EPSCs is yet to 
be deciphered.  

 Many authors reported that APB causes an enhancement 
of the spiking OFF responses of retinal ganglion cells 
[amphibians: [57; 62, 137]; reptiles: [65, 102]]. АPB increases 
the absolute sensitivity of the OFF responses and eliminates 
the antagonistic effect of surround upon the ganglion cell 
centre response [102, 131]. Our results obtained in frog 
retina indicate that the effect of APB upon the OFF 
responses of ganglion cells depends on the type of the cell. 
APB has no effect on the light responses of tonic OFF GCs, 
but it increases the OFF responses in phasic OFF and ON-
OFF GCs [138]. We have demonstrated that the latter effect 
of APB depends on the glycinergic and GABAergic neuro- 

transmission [138, 139]. Blocking of glycine receptors by 
strychnine prevents APB enhancing effect in 31 out of 69 
GCs (Fig. 2a) and does not change it in the other cells  
(Fig. 2b). Blocking of ionotropic GABA receptors by 
picrotoxin eliminates APB enhancing effect in 24 out of 41 
GCs (Fig. 3a) and does not alter it in the rest (Fig. 3b). On 
the other hand, neither strychnine nor picrotoxin eliminates 
the enhancing effect of APB on the d-wave amplitude of the 
local ERG, registered simultaneously with ganglion cell 
activity (Fig. 2c, d; Fig. 3c, d). Thus, it appears that both 
glycinergic and GABAergic systems are involved in 
establishing the suppressive action that the ON channel 
exerts upon the OFF responses of frog phasic OFF and ON-
OFF GCs. Jardon et al. [131] argue, however, that only the 
glycinergic system mediates the inhibitory influences of ON 

 

Fig. (2). Effects of perfusion with strychnine (ST), ST+APB and Ringer solution in the recovery period (R) on the OFF responses of 
ganglion cells and d-wave in local ERG. (a) Changes of mean number of impulses (white columns), peak frequency (black columns) and 
number of impulses in the first 50 ms (hatched columns) of the OFF responses of ON-OFF and phasic OFF GCs expressed as % from their 
initial values, obtained in cells with blocked enhancing effect of APB on their OFF responses during the perfusion with ST+APB. The mean 
± S.E.M. are represented. (b) Changes of the same parameters of the GCs’ OFF responses as (a), obtained in cells with preserved enhancing 
effect of APB on their OFF responses during the perfusion with ST+APB. (c) and (d): Amplitude of the d-wave of the local ERG (mean ± 
S.E.M.), expressed as % from its initial value during perfusion with ST, ST+APB and Ringer (during recovery period), recorded 
simultaneously with activity of GCs. It is seen that the enhancing effect of APB on the d-wave amplitude is preserved during the glycinergic 
blockade in all eyes irrespective of where the perfusion with ST+APB prevents (c) or does not change (d) the effect of APB on the ganglion 
cell OFF responses. 
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upon OFF channel in frog proximal retina. They have shown 
that strychnine decreases the OFF responses of ON-OFF GCs, 
which have been previously enhanced by APB. However, the 
diminution of the OFF responses caused by strychnine could 
not be explained by “push-pull” hypothesis as it has been 
pointed out for the diminution of the ERG d-wave amplitude. 
Granda et al. [102] have found that in turtle retina APB 
enhances the OFF responses of OFF and ON-OFF GCs in a 
wavelength dependent manner. In an OFF cell the 
enhancement is more to 640 nm than to 540 nm light, while 
in an ON-OFF cell the enhancement is more to 540 nm than 
to 640 nm light. The authors suggest that the enhancement of 
the OFF responses after APB derives from underlying ON 
inputs and “when ON responses to 640 nm light is greater in 
the pre-drug condition, the elimination of the ON responses 

releases opposing OFF responses, especially OFF responses 
to 540 nm light”.  

 DeMarco et al. [92] have shown that APB has a 
depressing effect upon the sensitivity of the OFF response 
recorded from the whole optic nerve in both dark and light 
adapted intact goldfishes. According to the authors “the 
decrease in sensitivity of optic nerve response would seem to 
reflect either a diminished number of OFF ganglion cells 
contributing to the response or a general decrease in 
sensitivity of the normal complement of cells”. Their study 
could not distinguish between these alternatives and could 
not be directly compared with the above cited results.  

 Summary. Most extracellular recordings from OFF and 
ON-OFF ganglion cells in nonmammalian species indicate 

 

Fig. (3). Effects of perfusion with picrotoxin (PT), PT+APB and Ringer solution in the recovery period (R) on the OFF responses of ganglion 
cells and d-wave in local ERG. (a) Changes of mean number of impulses (white columns), peak frequency (black columns) and number of 
impulses in the first 50 ms (hatched columns) of the OFF responses of ON-OFF and phasic OFF GCs expressed as % from their initial 
values, obtained in cells with blocked enhancing effect of APB on their OFF responses during the perfusion with PT+APB. The mean ± 
S.E.M. are represented. (b) Changes of the same parameters of the GCs’ OFF responses as (a), obtained in cells with preserved enhancing 
effect of APB on their OFF responses during the perfusion with PT+APB. (c) and (d): Amplitude of the d-wave of the local ERG (mean ± 
S.E.M.), expressed as % from its initial value during perfusion with PT, PT+APB and Ringer (during recovery period), recorded 
simultaneously with activity of GCs. It is seen that the enhancing effect of APB on the d-wave amplitude is preserved during the GABAergic 
blockade in all eyes irrespective of where the perfusion with PT+APB prevents (c) or does not change (d) the effect of APB on the ganglion 
cell OFF responses. 
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that the ON channel inhibits the ganglion cell spiking at light 
stimulus offset. The inhibition occurs only in a part of the 
ganglion cells. Application of APB in these cells causes an 
enhancement of their OFF responses. What is the nature of 
this suppressive inhibition remains largely unknown, but it 
could include GABA and glycinergic mechanisms as well as 
NMDA receptor suppression. Intracellular recordings from 
OFF ganglion cells reveal that the ON channel provides a 
sustained inhibition, which occurs at the onset of a bright 
flash. This ON inhibition can account for all or a part of the 
hyperpolarization that is evident in OFF GCs during 
illumination. The underlying mechanism of the described 
inhibition has not been elucidated in nonmammalian retina.  

4.2. Mammalian Retina 

 It is reasonable to expect that APB effects on the OFF 
responses of ganglion cells in mammalian retina will depend 
on the type of the photoreceptor input, because the rod and 
cone pathways differ in some aspects. Unlike the cold-

blooded vertebrates, where rods and cones are connected to 
both types of bipolar cells (ON and OFF types), mammalian 
rods connect to a single type of bipolar cell, which 
depolarize in response to light. Rod bipolar cells make 
excitatory synapses with two postsynaptic neurons: AII and 
A17 amacrine cells [140-142]. The AII amacrine cells are 
coupled by gap junctions to each other and to the axon 
terminals of certain types of cone ON bipolar cells [review: 
143] (Fig. 4a). The latter junctions serve to distribute the rod 
signals to cone ON bipolar pathway. The AII amacrine cells 
also make inhibitory glycinergic synapses onto the terminals 
of some cone OFF bipolar cells and onto the dendrites of 
some OFF ganglion cells [review: 143] (Fig. 4a). Thus, rod 
signals can reach the cone OFF pathway as well. It has been 
proposed that rod signals can pass through gap junctions to 
cones and from there to the cone ON and OFF bipolar cells 
[144-146] (Fig. 4b). In addition to this “secondary rod 
pathway”, a “tertiary rod pathway” has been described, 
where rods make chemical synapses with cone OFF bipolar 

 

Fig. (4). Diagram of the synaptic organization of mammalian retina showing the rod and cone pathways. (a) In the “primary” rod pathway, 
rod signals are conveyed via the ON rod bipolar cell (RBC) onto the AII-amacrine cell (AIIAC). AII amacrine cells make sign-conserving 
electrical synapses with ON cone bipolar cells (CBC) and sign-inverting chemical glycinergic synapses with OFF cone bipolar cells and OFF 
ganglion cell (GC). (b) In the “secondary” rod pathway, rod signals are transmitted directly from rods to cones through interconnecting gap 
junctions. The rod signals are then relayed to ON and OFF cone bipolar cells, which carry the signals to ganglion cells in the inner retina (c) 
In the ‘tertiary” rod pathway, rods make direct chemical synapses with a subset of OFF bipolar cells, which transmit the signals to some OFF 
ganglion cells. This pathway does not seem to have a counterpart in the ON circuit. 
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cells [mouse: [103, 147, 148]; rat: [149]; squirrel: [150, 151]; 
cat: [152]; rabbit: [153] (Fig. 4c). It is not known yet  
the number of pathways used by rod-driven OFF signals in 
different mammalian species.  

4.2.1. Rod-mediated Responses 

 One could expect that the responses of OFF GCs would 
be eliminated by APB in scotopic conditions, if the rod 
signals use the “primary rod pathway”. On the other hand, 
the scotopic responses of OFF GCs would survive during 
APB treatment if the signals travel through the other two rod 
pathways. Inhibiting effect of APB upon the OFF responses 
of all OFF and ON-OFF GC has been seen in dark adapted 
retina of some mammalian species [cat: [154]; rabbit: [107, 
155]; rat: [156]]. Muller et al. [154] reported that in cats the 
sustained OFF GCs fire with a rather high maintained 
discharge rate, but the light modulation is entirely blocked 
during APB treatment. However, although the light 
modulation in transient OFF GCs is greatly reduced by APB, 
only in a few cells the light response is completely blocked. 
The authors suggest that the less pronounced effect of APB 
upon the transient OFF cells is due to their larger receptive 
field sizes. Protti et al. [156] have found that there is a 
species specific difference in APB action upon the rod-
mediated ganglion cell OFF responses. In rat retina all the 
scotopic OFF responses are eliminated by APB; in the 
mouse retina a very high proportion of the OFF responses 
are eliminated by APB, while in the rabbit retina 
approximately one-half of the OFF responses in OFF and 
ON-OFF GCs are abolished by APB. In the other half of the 
cells the OFF responses are partially reduced in amplitude 
during APB treatment, but not fully eliminated. The authors 
suggest that APB-resistant OFF responses are mediated by 
direct contacts between rods and cone OFF bipolar cells, 
because they have found such contacts in rabbit retina. 
DeVries and Baylor [157] have found that the effects of APB 
on rabbit ganglion cells depend on the type of the cell. APB 
dramatically reduces the rod-mediated responses of all brisk 
OFF centre GCs, while leaving unaffected the responses of 
ON-OFF direction selective GCs and sluggish OFF GCs. 
The latter cells continued to respond to dim light in presence 
of strychnine indicating that transmission between AII 
amacrine cells and cone OFF bipolar cells does not take part 
in their generation. The authors suggest that these APB-
resistant responses “are generated by the alternative pathway 
involving rod-cone junctions. This alternative APB-resistant 
pathway may carry the major rod input to OFF-centre 
sluggish and ON-OFF direction selective ganglion cells in 
rabbit retina”. 

 All authors working on dark adapted mouse retina 
reported that APB eliminates some, but not all of the rod-
dominated GC OFF responses [103, 104, 158-160]. It has 
been shown that the effect of APB depends on the stimulus 
intensity. There is agreement among the authors that APB 
eliminates the OFF responses of OFF and ON-OFF GCs at 
lower stimulus intensities, indicating that the responses are 
mediated by “primary rod pathway” at lower intensities 
[103, 104, 159, 160]. However, contradictory results have 
been reported for the effects of APB on the OFF responses at 
higher stimulus intensities. Soucy et al. [103] have 
demonstrated that АРВ enhances the OFF responses of OFF 

and ON-OFF GCs at higher stimulus intensities in transgenic 
mice lacking cones. These OFF responses persist in 
strychnine, indicating that rod signals can reach OFF GCs by 
a pathway that excludes the rod ON bipolar cell and AII 
amacrine cell. The authors suggest that the “primary rod 
pathway” is responsible for response generation at lower 
stimulus intensities (≤ 1 Rh*/rod/s), but a direct excitatory 
input from rods to cone OFF bipolar cells mediated through 
ionotropic glutamate receptors (“tertiary rod pathway’) is 
involved in OFF response generation at higher stimulus 
intensities (> 10 Rh*/rod/s). The authors explain the 
enhanced OFF responses at higher intensities after APB 
treatment as being due to a reduction of the inhibitory 
glycinergic input from AII amacrine cells to cone OFF BCs. 
An enhancement of the APB-resistant OFF responses, 
obtained with high stimulus intensity (350 Rh*/rod/s) in 
conditions of dark adaptation has also been seen by Yang  
et al. [104]. The authors have found that strychnine partially 
blocks APB-induced increments of GC OFF responses, 
consistent with the notion that glycine mediates the 
inhibition from rod ON BCs to cone OFF BCs and OFF 
GCs. The authors suggest that APB-resistant OFF responses 
probably originate from the “secondary rod pathway”, 
because “in mouse retinas the tertiary pathway is rare”. 
Consistent with this suggestion are the results of Wang 
[158], who has found differences in the time characteristics 
of the OFF responses originating from APB-sensitive vs. 
APB-insensitive pathways. The OFF responses of the APB-
insensitive pathway have significantly shorter latency and 
are capable of following substantially higher stimulus 
frequencies, which is a characteristic sign of cone responses. 
The author concluded that “APB sensitive and insensitive 
rod pathways can convey different types of information 
signaling light decrements in the dark-adapted retina”. In 
contrast to the above cited results [103, 104], other authors 
reported that APB decreases [159] or does not alter [160] the 
ganglion cell OFF responses at higher stimulus intensities in 
dark adapted mouse retina. Volgyi et al. [160] describe 3 
physiological groups of rod-driven OFF GCs: high-
sensitivity, intermediate-sensitivity and low-intermediate-
sensitivity. APB eliminates the light responses only from the 
high-sensitivity OFF cells, while it has no effects on the 
responses from the other groups. The authors propose that 
the responses of high-sensitivity OFF GCs are mediated 
mainly by the “primary rod pathway”, the responses of 
intermediate-sensitivity OFF GCs originate mainly in 
“secondary rod pathway”, while the low-intermediate-
sensitivity cells receive rod signals via “tertiary rod 
pathway”. The latter cells survive in the Cx36 KO mouse 
retina, where the gap junctions between neighbouring AII 
cells and between rods and cones are disrupted and thus both 
the “primary” and “secondary” rod pathways are eliminated. 
Volgyi et al. [160] have found that some OFF GCs receive 
mixed input from primary and secondary pathways, other 
cells receive mixed input from primary and tertiary 
pathways, but OFF cells never receive convergent inputs 
from all three pathways.  

 Summary. It appears that the scotopic OFF responses of 
mammalian ganglion cells are due entirely to input from the 
ON channel in the lowest intensity range (where they are 
mediated by “primary” rod pathway). However, the nature of 
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interactions between the ON and OFF pathways at ganglion 
cell level remains largely unsolved in the higher scotopic 
range, where the responses are mediated by “secondary” and 
“tertiary” rod pathways. Some data indicate that the ON 
channel inhibits the activity of the OFF channel [103, 104], 
other data indicate that the activity of the OFF channel is not 
influenced by the ON channel [160], and still other data 
support the suggestion that the ON channel enhances the 
activity of the OFF channel [159]. 

4.2.2. Cone-mediated Responses  

 Four different types of influences of the ON channel 
upon the cone-mediated activity of the OFF channel have 
been described in proximal mammalian retina.  

4.2.2.1. Reinforcing Inhibition at Light Onset 

 This type of inhibition is similar to that described at 
bipolar cell level, which occurs at the onset of a bright flash 
(ON inhibition). Symmetrically, the OFF pathway can exert 
reinforcing inhibition upon the ON pathway at the light 
offset. The convergence of ON inhibition with OFF 
excitation in OFF amacrine cells and OFF inhibition with 
ON excitation in ON amacrine cells has been reported in 
rabbit retina [161]. Hsueh et al. [161] have found that APB 
blocks the ON inhibition in almost half of OFF amacrine 
cells, indicating that this type of inhibition derives from the 
ON pathway. APB does not significantly affect the OFF 
inhibition that occurs in almost all ON amacrine cells, 
demonstrating that this inhibition likely originates from the 
OFF pathway. It is apparent that the crossover inhibition at 
the amacrine cell level is opposite to that at the bipolar cell 
level in rabbit retina: OFF crossover inhibition is more 
common than ON inhibition for the amacrine cells, while the 
reverse is true for the bipolar cells. Hsueh et al. [161] 
reported that strychnine, but not picrotoxin, eliminates the 
ON reinforcing inhibition in OFF amacrine cells and OFF 
reinforcing inhibition in ON amacrine cells, suggesting that 
this type of crossover inhibition among the amacrine cells is 
mediated primarily by glycine and not GABA.  

 Reinforcing crossover inhibition has been described for 
ganglion cells in many species [rabbit: [16, 162-164]], cat: 
[165]; guinea pig: [166, 167]; mouse: [168]; monkey: [169]]. 
In monkeys this type of inhibition greatly diminishes at low 
stimulus contrasts, and does not contribute to their contrast 
sensitivity [169]. The inhibition in monkeys does not show 
ON-OFF asymmetry: both ON and OFF transient GCs 
receive crossover conductance, which is largely rectified. On 
the other hand, the reinforcing crossover inhibition shows a 
clear ON-OFF asymmetry in the other species. Molnar et al. 
[16] have shown that ON-OFF asymmetry of reinforcing 
inhibition in rabbit GCs is similar to that of bipolar cells and 
opposite to that of amacrine cells: almost all OFF GCs 
receive ON inhibition, while less than half of ON GCs 
receive OFF inhibition. Roska et al. [162] generate a “space-
time map” of responses of GCs in light adapted rabbit retina 
and concluded that for many ganglion cells inhibition 
appears in regions complementary to excitation. For OFF 
GCs excitation occurs in regions driven by OFF bipolar cell 
input, whose activity survives during APB treatment, while 
inhibition occurs in regions driven by ON BCs, whose 

activity is blocked by APB. The opposite is true for the OFF 
GCs. The authors propose that “excitation and inhibition act 
in a complementary push-pull synergy” such that “excitatory 
and inhibitory currents combine and enhance, rather then 
offset each other”. Roska et al. [162] suggest that the active 
crossover inhibition of the GCs creates the antagonistic 
surround of their receptive field, because the antagonistic 
surround of bipolar cell receptive field is lost through 
rectification at the bipolar to ganglion cell synapse. The 
authors proposed that “this active, inhibitory surround 
antagonism in regions around the light stimulus at the 
ganglion cell level may spatially constrain the blurring of 
excitation across the ganglion cell dendrites”. Renteria et al. 
[42] argue, however, that crossover inhibition is not required 
for generation of GCs surrounds, because the receptive field 
surrounds of OFF GCs are normal in mGluR6 null mice, 
whose retina lack ON pathway signaling. The authors suggest 
that this same crossover inhibition may act to suppress 
spurious ON signals that otherwise appear in the OFF 
pathway. Chen et al. [163] examined the neurotransmitters 
involved in reinforcing crossover inhibition of rabbit 
ganglion cells and have found that they depend on the type 
of the cell. Sustained OFF GCs receive only glycinergic 
APB-sensitive ON inhibition, while transient OFF GCs 
receive both glycinergic and GABAergic ON inhibition. 
Sustained ON GCs receive both glycinergic and GABAergic 
APB-resistant OFF inhibition, while transient ON cells 
receive only GABAergic OFF inhibition. Buldyrev et al. 
[164] have found that the ON inhibition of brisk sustained 
OFF GCs in rabbits is blocked not only by L-AP4, but also 
during the blockade of kainate and AMPA glutamate 
receptors (with a combination of UPB 310 and GYKI 53655) 
as well as during the blockade of glycine receptors (by 
strychnine). The authors suggest that the ON inhibition in 
OFF GCs is due to direct input from a glycinergic amacrine 
cell “driven by conventional ionotropic glutamate receptor-
mediated input and not via gap junction connections with 
cone ON BCs, as has been shown for the AII amacrine cell”. 
This glycinergic amacrine cell probably stratifies in both the 
ON and OFF sublaminae of the inner plexiform layer.  

 Some authors argue that only the OFF, but not the ON 
ganglion cells, receive reinforcing crossover inhibition. 
Zaghloul et al. [166] presented evidence that in guinea pig 
retina, hyperpolarizing response of ON GCs to dark depends 
on the high basal rate of glutamate release from the ON BCs 
and not to direct inhibition from the OFF pathway. On the 
other hand, hyperpolarizing response of OFF ganglion cells 
to light depends on direct inhibition. APB markedly 
decreases the amplitude of hyperpolarization of OFF GCs at 
light onset and changes it from direct inhibition to indirect 
inhibition. The authors conclude that “the direct inhibition 
during light increment in an OFF cell is driven by an ON 
amacrine cell” (crossover inhibition), while “the remaining 
hyperpolarization at light onset apparently depends on 
reducing the basal rate of glutamate release from the OFF 
bipolar cell”. The ON inhibition in guinea pig OFF GCs is 
observed under conditions driven by either rod or cone 
bipolar pathways [167]. Asymmetry of crossover inhibition 
similar to that described by Zaghloul et al. [166] has been 
demonstrated in cat retina. Cohen [165] reported that 
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application of APB completely eliminates all light-evoked 
currents in sustained ON GCs, indicating that these cells 
receive no input from the OFF bipolar cells. On the other 
hand, APB causes a loss of the inhibitory current activated at 
light onset in the three sustained OFF GCs tested, indicating 
that it originates in the ON pathway. Thus, it appears that 
crossover inhibition does not exist in sustained ON GGs, but 
this type of inhibition exists in sustained OFF GCs in cat 
retina. Addition of a mixture of picrotoxin and strychnine 
blocks the inhibitory current at light onset in OFF GCs, 
indicating that it is mediated by GABA and glycine. The 
inhibitory current at light onset is largely blocked by 
ionotropic glutamate receptor antagonists (mixture of NBQX 
and D-AP5) in four OFF GCs, while it remained in another 
four OFF GCs. Cohen [165] suggests that the inhibition in 
former cells is mediated by amacrine cells driven by OFF 
BCs, while the inhibition in the latter cells is due to direct 
inhibition of ganglion cell dendrites by AII amacrine cells 
(fed by cone ON BCs). Cohen [165] does not comment why 
APB eliminates the inhibitory current activated at light onset 
in all OFF cells tested if some OFF GCs cells receive 
inhibition from the OFF BCs. 

 Many other functions of reinforcing crossover inhibition 
have been proposed in addition to the above mentioned. 
Molnar et al. [16] suggest that this type of inhibition “acts to 
suppress the distorting effects of synaptic rectification. The 
excitatory and inhibitory currents that impinge upon a given 
cell are rectified, but in opposing directions, so their 
recombination generates a membrane voltage representation 
of the visual signal that is more linear than either of its 
inputs”. Because ON bipolar cells and ON GCs show the 
least rectification in excitation, they also show the least 
rectified reinforcing crossover inhibition. Liang and Feed 
[170] argue, however, that crossover inhibition does not 
necessarily linearize the final output of the neuron and it may 
serve to rectify it. They have found that the excitatory 
currents elicited by white noise stimuli in guinea pig OFF 
GCs are clearly rectified and thus nonlinear. Blocking the 
ON channel with L-AP4 decreases rectification in OFF GCs, 
indicating that it is due to influences coming from the ON 
channel. This effect of L-AP4 is prevented by meclofenamic 
acid, which blocks the gap junctions. Blocking the 
glycinergic synapses by strychnine has effect similar to that 
of L-AP4. The authors propose that “the On cone bipolar cell 
sends current to the AII amacrine cell through gap junctions, 
depolarizing it, causing it to release glycine onto the Off 
cone bipolar cell. This inhibition hyperpolarizes the Off cone 
bipolar cell to near the threshold for glutamate release. Thus 
when dynamic stimulation begins, dimming depolarizes the 
Off bipolar cell and increases its release of glutamate, but 
brightening hyperpolarizes the Off bipolar cell below 
threshold and fails to decrease release. The Off bipolar cell’s 
inability to decrease release rectifies excitatory currents in 
the Off ganglion cell” and their responses are virtually 
restricted to negative contrasts. On the other hand, the 
excitatory currents in the ON GCs are less rectified and they 
are able to signal both positive and negative contrasts. Liang 
and Feed [170] propose that “asymmetrical rectification of 
ON and OFF cells may be an adaptation to natural scenes 
which have more contrast levels below the mean than above”. 
Werblin [171] argue that reinforcing crossover inhibition 

converts nonlinear Y-like responses of ganglion cells into 
linear X-like responses to an inverting grating. Without 
crossover inhibition, the currents elicited in bipolar cell at 
light ON and OFF are asymmetrical. When they add at the 
ganglion cell membrane, a net inward current is generated at 
both the onset of the light transition and the offset of the dark 
transition, leading to a response at each transition of the 
inverting grating. With reinforcing crossover inhibition, the 
excitatory currents under each stripe are combined with the 
inhibitory currents to generate symmetrical currents with 
each stripe inversion. According to Werblin [171] crossover 
inhibition serves also to reduce the net change in input 
conductance in the postsynaptic neuron. Because excitation 
and inhibition generate opposite conductance changes, their 
combination tends to reduce the net conductance change in 
the postsynaptic neuron. This is valuable because other 
inputs to the neuron will not be modified at different states 
of excitation or inhibition. Another valuable role of 
reinforcing crossover inhibition is its compensation for 
membrane potential offsets that are common to both 
excitation and inhibition in the retina. This decreases the 
distortions to the visual signal due to perturbations within the 
retina and the final output voltage resembles more closely 
the input signal.  

 Summary. Reinforcing crossover inhibition is widely 
distributed among mammalian ganglion cells under photopic 
conditions of illumination. It shows no ON-OFF asymmetry 
in primates, while in other species a clear ON-OFF 
asymmetry is evident. Almost all OFF GCs in rabbits, guinea 
pigs and cats receive ON inhibition, while less than half of 
rabbit ON GCs and none of guinea pig and cat ON GCs 
receive OFF inhibition. Both glycine and GABA appear to 
mediate crossover inhibition with their specific involvement 
in dependence on the ganglion cell type. Many functions of 
crossover inhibitions have been proposed. However, it is a 
matter of debate if this type of inhibition acts to suppress the 
distorting effects of synaptic rectification or it by itself 
serves to rectify the final output of the neurons. 

4.2.2.2. Disinhibition at Light Offset 

 The OFF GCs receive disinhibitory input from the ON 
channel, which occurs at the offset of a bright flash. This 
type of cross talk enhances the OFF response because it now 
represents both excitation and disinhibition. Manookin et al. 
[167] using conductance analysis, have show that OFF GCs 
receive increased excitation in parallel with decreased 
inhibition (i.e., disinhibition) at all contrasts of decrement 
light stimuli. The authors have demonstrated that “at low 
contrasts, disinhibition plays a relatively large role, leading 
to an inward current at Vrest associated with a negative 
conductance. At high contrasts, disinhibition plays a smaller 
role, leading to an inward current at Vrest associated with a 
positive conductance”. APB significantly reduces the 
magnitude of the decreased inhibitory conductance at each 
contrast, but does not block the increased excitatory 
conductance. Manookin et al. [167] have shown that 
blocking of glycine receptors with strychnine in the presence 
of ionotropic glutamate receptor blockade (with CNQX and 
D-AP-5) completely eliminates disinhibition of OFF GCs, 
while blocking of GABAA receptors with bicuculline only 
slightly suppresses the response. Manookin et al. [167] 
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suggest that “the disinhibition circuit is driven by the ON 
pathway through the following pathway: cone – cone ON 
bipolar cell - AII cell - OFF ganglion cell. Thus, to light 
decrement, AII cells, driven by electrical synapses with ON 
cone bipolar cells, would hyperpolarize and reduce glycine 
release”. This disinhibition of the OFF ganglion cell 
combines with conventional excitation from OFF bipolar 
cells to extend the operating range for encoding negative 
contrasts. Buldyrev et al. [164] have found that during the 
OFF phase, the decrease of the inhibitory input was small 
and variable compared with the magnitude of excitation in 
rabbit brisk sustained OFF GCs, indicating that these cells 
receive little tonic disinhibitory input. The authors reported 
that L-AP4 suppresses the peak in the excitatory conductance 
at the beginning of the OFF phase of the stimulus cycle, 
indicating that a part of it originates in the ON pathway. 
They have shown that a combination of selective kainate and 
AMPA receptor blockers (UPB 310 and GYKI 53655) that 
completely suppresses the responses of cone OFF BCs, does 
not completely eliminate the excitatory synaptic input to 
OFF GCs. A significant NMDA receptor-mediated component 
remains, which is blocked by L-AP4, indicating that it arises 
in the ON pathway. The same component is also blocked by 
strychnine, suggesting that a glycinergic amacrine cell drives 
the NMDA input through presynaptic inhibition at cone OFF 
BC terminals. The authors suggest that the AII glycinergic 
amacrine cell is involved in this disinhibitory circuit, while 
another type of glycinergic amacrine cell mediates 
reinforcing ON inhibition in OFF GCs. It is evident that the 
ON channel activity is needed for activation of NMDA 
component in rabbit OFF GCs, while the ON channel 
activity suppresses the same component of GC OFF responses 
in tiger salamander retina [136]. Thus, it appears that the ON 
pathway controls in an opposite manner the activation of 
NMDA component in cone-mediated OFF responses in 
nonmammalian and mammalian proximal retina. More 
studies are needed to understand the role of ON channel 
activity in modulating NMDA receptor activation in the OFF 
channel in both nonmammalian and mammalian species.  

 Chen and Linsenmeier [172, 173] propose that the 
combination of APB-sensitive and APB-resistant pathways 
increases the range of response amplitudes and temporal 
frequencies to which cat OFF GCs can respond. They have 
found that APB elevates the mean firing rate of OFF GCs, 
but suppresses their responsivity to photopic sinusoidal 
stimuli across all spatial frequencies and reduces all 
components of their cone-mediated light responses, except 
the transient increase in firing at light offset. The authors 
suggest that “the centre response mechanism of OFF GCs (X 
and Y subtypes) comprises APB-sensitive and APB-resistant 
components”. According to them “APB-sensitive component 
is more sustained and responds to both brightening and 
dimming stimuli, while the APB-resistant component is 
more transient and responds primarily to dimming stimuli”. 
Chen and Linsenmeier [172, 173] suggest that the APB-
sensitive component is probably derived from ON bipolar 
cells via sign-reversing (inhibitory) synapse, while APB-
resistant component is derived from OFF bipolar cells via 
sign-conserving synapse. Both the APB-sensitive and APB-
resistant pathways could involve bipolar-to-amacrine-to 
ganglion cell input as well as direct bipolar-to-ganglion cell 

input. Recently Yang et al. [104] reported that APB 
decreases the OFF responses of mouse OFF and ON-OFF 
GCs under light adaptation conditions, but the authors 
proposed a new mechanism for this action. They have found 
that the blockade of dopamine D1 receptors (by SCH23390) 
or hyperpolarization-activated cyclic nucleotide-gated (HCN) 
channels (by ZD 7288) prevents the suppressing action of 
APB, while the blockade of GABAergic and glycinergic 
neurotransmission (by combination of strychnine, picrotoxin 
and TPMPA) has no effect on it. During treatment with 
SCH23390 or ZD 7288, APB, instead of decreasing, 
enhances the cone-mediated OFF responses of ganglion 
cells. The authors suggest that APB has two opposite 
functions on the OFF pathway in light adapted mouse retina. 
First, APB inhibits a subgroup of dopaminergic amacrine 
cells and consequently inhibits HCN channels in cone OFF 
bipolar cells, inducing a decrease in their glutamate release 
and subsequent reduction of light-evoked OFF responses of 
ganglion cells. Second, APB increases OFF responses of 
GCs via removal of inhibition from ON pathway to OFF 
pathway. Because the first function of APB is stronger than 
the second one, APB decreases OFF responses of ganglion 
cells in conditions of light adaptation. However, when the 
first function of APB is blocked (by SCH23390 or ZD 
7288), the second function of APB becomes unmasked  
and APB increases the OFF responses. Whether the first, 
dopamine-dependent circuit exists in other mammalian 
species remains largely unknown.  

 Summary. The role played by the disinhibitory input that 
the OFF GCs receive from the ON channel at stimulus offset 
under photopic conditions of illumination remains largely 
unknown in most vertebrate species. It appears that 
disinhibition has a relatively large role at lower stimulus 
contrasts in guinea pig OFF GCs, but it is small and variable 
in rabbit sustained OFF GCs. In addition to disinhibition, the 
ON pathway may contribute to the excitatory conductance at 
light offset by NMDA receptor activation (in rabbit OFF 
GCs) or through network mechanism involving D1 receptors 
and HCN channels (in mouse OFF GCs). In both cases 
(disinhibition and excitation) the ON channel works together 
with the OFF channel to augment the OFF responses. That’s 
why blocking of the ON channel activity with APB causes a 
diminution of the ganglion cell OFF responses.  

4.2.2.3. Suppression at Mean Luminance or Light Offset 

 The OFF ganglion cells receive suppression from the ON 
channel, which occurs at mean luminance or offset of light 
stimulus. Blocking this suppression with APB causes an 
enhancement of the maintained and light-evoked activity of 
OFF GCs [rodents: [166, 174]; rabbits: [75, 76, 106]; cats: 
[154, 165, 175]; monkeys: [111]]. Massey et al. [76] have seen 
that the OFF cells in rabbits are usually excited by APB, 
occasionally exhibiting high frequency firing with a typical 
bursting pattern. The excitatory effect of APB is not due to 
its direct action on OFF GCs, because it is prevented during 
a Mg2+ induced synaptic block. It has been shown that APB 
increases also the maintained discharges of cat OFF GCs in 
scotopic, mesopic and photopic range, indicating that these 
cells receive tonic inhibitory influences from the ON channel 
[109, 154, 175]. Bolz et al. [109] did not observe any effect 
of APB on light-modulated responses of OFF GCs, while 
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Wassle et al. [175] and Muller et al. [154] have found that 
APB enhances the light-evoked spike activity in all OFF 
brisk GCs. It is seen from post-stimulus time histograms in 
their works, that APB increases the spike count both at light 
onset and light offset especially in sustained OFF GCs. The 
enhancement of the OFF GC activity under the influence of 
APB has been attributed to a reduction of ON inhibitory 
input mediated directly by ON bipolar cells or with amacrine 
cells interposed [154, 175]. The authors cited [154, 175] 
have shown that strychnine, but not bicuculline completely 
blocks the effects of APB on the OFF GCs, indicating that 
the glycinergic pathway is crucial for the described ON-OFF 
interaction. Wassle et al. [175] and Muller et al. [154] do not 
differentiate between APB effects during light onset and 
light offset. While the former is type of a reinforcing 
inhibition, the latter appears as a suppressive inhibition, 
which works to decrease the excitatory input from the OFF 
bipolar cells. Cohen [165] has shown that APB causes the 
cone-mediated excitatory inward currents at light offset to 
increase an average of 44% in cat sustained OFF GCs. The 
authors suggest that the excitation at light offset is primarily 
due to input from excitatory cone OFF BCs, but they do not 
offer any explanation why the light-evoked excitatory 
currents are augmented under the influence of APB.  

 The OFF GCs in rodents also receive suppressive input 
from the ON channel at mean luminance. Zaghloul et al. 
[166] have found that APB tonically depolarizes the transient 
OFF GCs in guinea pigs, which is associated with an 
increase in input resistance and noise in the membrane 
potential. APB increases also the spike rate in OFF GCs and 
as a consequence the cells could response to low contrasts. 
Zaghloul et al. [166] argue that “in addition to phasic 
inhibition at light onset, the ON pathway tonically inhibits 
the OFF GCs at mean luminance”. The authors suggest that 
the ON amacrine cells directly inhibit the OFF ganglion cell 
dendrites, but they could not determine how many amacrine 
cell types are involved in the two types of inhibition. 
Margolis and Detwiler [174] have shown that APB causes a 
depolarization and an increase of the maintained spiking rate 
of OFF GCs in mouse retina, indicating that these cells 
receive tonic inhibitory drive from the ON channel. The 
authors argue that “the synaptic input is not required for 
generation of the maintained activity in OFF GCs and that 
these cells are capable of intrinsically generated spontaneous 
activity”. The latter statement is based on the fact that the 
blockade of gap junctions (with carbenoxelone) and synaptic 
transmission (with antagonists of AMPA, NMDA, glycine, 
GABA and acetylchonine receptors) in addition to APB does 
not eliminate the maintained activity of sustained and 
transient OFF GCs. In contrast to OFF GCs, APB eliminates 
the maintained activity of ON GCs, indicating that it is due 
to tonic synaptic drive from ON bipolar cells.  

 Summary. Extracellular recordings from mammalian 
OFF GCs under photopic conditions of illumination indicate 
that many of them receive inhibitory input from the ON 
channel at mean luminance and stimulus offset. That’s why 
blocking of the ON channels with APB causes an 
enhancement of the maintained discharges and OFF 
responses of these ganglion cells. The inhibitory input is 
probably mediated by glycine in cat retina, but its network 

mechanism remains largely unknown. Intracellular 
recordings from OFF GCs indicate that the ON channel 
tonically hyperpolarizes these cells at mean luminance and 
also decreases the cone-mediated excitatory inward currents 
at light offset. The nature of these inhibitory influences is not 
yet elucidated. 

4.2.2.4. Excitation at Light Onset 

 The OFF ganglion cells could receive an excitatory input 
from the ON channel at stimulus onset in addition to the 
inhibitory reinforcing input. The excitatory input could be 
revealed, however, only after blockade of retinal inhibitory 
transmission. Recently Farajian et al. [176] have found  
that the blockade of GABAergic transmission by picrotoxin 
reveals a robust centre-mediated ON response in every OFF 
α-ganglion cell studied under dark adapted conditions in both 
mouse and rabbit retinas. The ON response is sensitive to L-
AP4, indicating that it originates in the ON pathway. The 
ON response is not unmasked during isolated GABAA 
receptor blockade (by SR95531), isolated GABAC receptor 
blockade (by TPMPA), isolated GABAB receptor blockade 
(by CGP-55845) and isolated glycine receptor blockade (by 
strychnine). However, when SR95531 and TPMPA are 
applied together, the robust ON response is reversibly 
unmasked in OFF GCs. Chloride channel blocker DNDS, 
which eliminates the effects of feedforward GABAA receptor 
activation is also unable to unmask an ON response in OFF 
GCs. This indicates that the inhibition responsible for 
masking of ON responses in OFF α-GCs is mediated by both 
GABAA and GABAC receptors on presynaptic bipolar and 
possibly amacrine cells. The ON response was abolished by 
gap junction blockers (18β-glycyrrhetinic acid, meclofenamic 
acid), suggesting that “the electrical synapses between OFF 
GCs and neighbouring multistratified amacrine cells form 
the pathway for excitatory crosstalk between the ON and 
OFF pathways”. The authors propose that “multistratified 
amacrine cells receive ON signals via chemical synapses 
with ON bipolar cell axon terminals in sublamina-b of the 
inner plexiform layer and then deliver these signals to OFF 
α-GC dendrites in sublamina-a”. They have found that the 
GABAergic blockade unmasks opposite polarity responses 
in over one-third of ON and OFF ganglion cells in rabbit and 
mouse retinas, indicating that “crossover excitation is a 
phenomenon expressed by significant number of mammalian 
ganglion cells”. The function of this phenomenon is yet 
unknown. The authors posit that “GABAergic inhibition is 
relieved under certain stimulus conditions allowing crossover 
excitation between the ON and OFF channels, which can 
enhance the efficiency and capacity of visual information 
flow to the brain”. 

CONCLUSION 

 The parallel retinal ON and OFF pathways interact with 
each other at bipolar and ganglion cell levels. A common 
feature of these interactions is crossover reinforcing 
inhibition. This type of inhibition is evident in both 
nonmammalian and mammalian retina and it accounts for a 
part or all of the hyperpolarization that occurs at stimulus 
onset in OFF cells and at stimulus offset in ON cells. It 
shows clear ON-OFF asymmetry in some mammalian 
species, while in others is more symmetrical. The reinforcing 
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inhibition is probably mediated by glycine and GABA, but 
their specific involvement depends on species and ganglion 
cell type. The second type of interactions between the ON 
and OFF channels is “disinhibition” that occurs in OFF GCs 
at stimulus offset. The “disinhibition” is derived from the 
ON channel and it works together with the input from the 
OFF channel to reinforce ganglion cell OFF responses. In 
some cases it represents a decreased inhibition at the light 
offset, while in other cases the ON channel contributes to the 
excitatory conductance at cessation of the light stimulus. The 
mechanisms involved in the described synergistic action 
between the ON and OFF channels are largely unknown. The 
third type of interaction between the ON and OFF channels 
is suppression of OFF ganglion cells at mean luminance or 
stimulus offset. The ON channel inhibits the maintained 
discharges and the light-evoked OFF responses of some 
ganglion cells in both nonmammalian and mammalian retina. 
These inhibitory influences are probably mediated by 
glycine and GABA, but their exact nature remains to be 
determined. More studies are needed to fully understand the 
complex interactions between the ON and OFF channels at 
the level of bipolar and ganglion cells in both nonmammalian 
and mammalian retina.  
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